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But first, an important qualification



What now?



Nationwide hiring trends during the 
pandemic





Companies that have most ramped up posting activity



Companies that have most slowed posting activity



Occupations that have most ramped up posting activity



Occupations that have most slowed posting activity





Regional Impact Report

● Free for anyone.
● Localized to your region and your institution.
● Request your copy by--

○ Requesting  a copy after this webinar, or
○ going to https://info.economicmodeling.com/regional-impact-report

https://info.economicmodeling.com/regional-impact-report


What next?



Possible Trajectories for Recovery











How is Emsi responding to the effect of 
Covid-19 on economic data?
● Job Postings: Tracking activity to see where hiring efforts contract, 

and how they revive during recovery
● BLS Data: Aggressive updating timetables as BLS releases data 
● Index Modeling: Building Impact and Recovery Indices to adjust 

economic projections 
○ Staffing patterns in Essential vs Non-essential sectors
○ Stock market recovery by sector
○ Physical proximity by occupation
○ Regionalized pandemic tracking 



What Next?
The Life Long Learner Opportunity

Early research from our parent organization Strada suggests that 
the economically impacted will turn to education for opportunity.









The demand for higher education from 
traditional aged students will continue 
to decline. The demographics aren’t 
great. 

Silver lining to COVID 19-- Its a 
bootcamp for your adult, or life long 
learner strategy.

What Next?
The Life Long Learner Opportunity



In a state of high uncertainty, 
optimize for adaptability.

What Next?



Adaptability, skills, and your 
curriculum inventory



Suggestion 1: Inventory what 
you teach across your 
curriculum in a way that is 
useful to individuals seeking to 
re-skill, or upskill. (Emsi Skills)





Suggestion 2: Use the 
curriculum skill inventory to 
more cost effectively bundle 
existing content into targeted 
offerings for adult learners.



Suggestion 3: Make your 
programs and learning 
content skill searchable for 
staff and students 



Structure Curriculum Content with Skills
Example: skills for an undergraduate business course

Business Ethics

Business Strategies

Corporate Social Responsibility

Customer Value Proposition

Decision Making

Leadership

Management

Management Process

Operating Systems

Operations

Organizational Structure

PEST Analysis

Philosophy Of Business

Problem Solving

Process Management (Business)

Resource Allocation

Strategic Fit

Strategic Management

Strategic Planning

Strategic Thinking

Strategy Execution

SWOT Analysis

Value Chain



Skillabi Demo



Skillabi Access 

● Free access for the first 50 institutions on this webinar to use in order 
to inventory learning content at the scale of skills.

● All data input into Skillabi will be exportable
● Our hope is that this equips you, even if its only in small way, to be 

more adaptable in the near term



Additional opportunities w/skills

● Analyst User: 
○ Input skills from your curriculum into anlayst to see which jobs 

and employers your curriculum maps to, at the scale of skillls.
○ See what other skills you may want to add to your 

curriculum.



Additional opportunities w/skills



Additional opportunities w/skills



Wrap Up
Regional Impact Report as a free tool for understanding the most 
recent local trends.

Optimize for adaptability

Request free access to skillabi as a help in using Emsi Skills toward 
inventorying your curriculum in terms relevant to adult learners looking 
to upskill and reskill.



Q&A
Thanks!

luke@economicmodeling.com
stuart.muller@economicmodeling.com

mailto:luke@economicmodeling.com
mailto:stuart.muller@economicmodeling.com

